I want you to read these just a few.

The affirmative people have 9 you can done you.

Do not see you are so brain washed by

the Communists when you listen make like

it your own idea wanting to set up that

college, you know that every one knows

you are being pick to the their steal pigeon

and you don't have any moral principle then
to cause all the trouble, then you own

race don't like you only the other that

have no more cause the people

Southern race know their place

and are God's Army with their own color

you kept out of it The remedy are

eating one thing about the negro welfare

just about their vote so they can get

in office and become dictator you want

the one thing in their right you are only

helping Communists to take our government

and you know that, you don't care one thing

about what you will take in college, please

we are know by another that meaning of

God and I will take one off of your

they are wrong clip out from there

while you are alive.